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Kryptonium
A Rapid, Reliable, Anonymous
Blockchain Technology.
https://krptonium.io

Decentralized Cryptocurrency with Enhanced levels
of Privacy and Security.
"Privacy in an open society requires anonymous transaction systems.
Until now, cash has been the primary such system. An anonymous
system empowers individuals to reveal their identity when desired
and only when desired"

Kryptonium is a hybrid of some of the most advanced
privacy focused technologies in the crypto world.
What Kryptonium represents is the opportunity for early
adopters to become part of a unique, exciting and industry
disrupting technology built not just for the speculators or
technologically advanced but for the masses. Kryptonium
offers ease-of-use to all. Kryptonium is a cryptocurrency
based on Cryptonote, it has a secure blockchain which will
enable enhanced levels of privacy through features such as
Ring CT's, Tor/I2p, Ghost and will facilitate the introduction
of Zero Knowledge Smart Contracts.

The Problem
Everyone has a right to privacy, security and anonymity. However, with the invention of
new technologies and the internet, there is a vast array of ways in which dishonest and
deceiving individuals and entities can compromise a transaction. The world is full of
outdated platforms that can no longer achieve the levels of privacy, security and
anonymity entitled to the public.

THE KRYPTONIUM SOLUTION
Our solution is to introduce Kryptonium, where the control is in the
hands of the people. The general public has the opportunity to gain
control of their own freedom and security.
Kryptonium will be built with the people's security in mind. Our goal
is to provide the enhanced levels of security we have sought after for
many years allowing us peace of mind when it comes to the privacy of
our assets and our children's futures. We have built Kryptonium with
several layers of cryptographically proven privacy features which
will allow for enhanced levels of anonymity.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

To participate in our Crowdsale, you will have to register for
updates on our website via email and agree you are not a
citizen of the United States of America or the Peoples
Republic of China. You can also join our official channels on
Twitter, DIscord and Telegram linked on our website.

When do you plan to launch Kryptonium?
Our objective is to carry out the Crowdsale in Quarter 2 of
2018 and then launch Kryptonium immediately following the
crowdsale.

I really believe in your vision, can i help out to
promote Kryptonium?
We are a team of individuals focused on giving power back
to the people by facilitating freedom of choice for all. If you
would like to promote Kryptonium, spread the word, share
this document and join our official channels.
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Where can I purchase Kryptonium?

FUND DISTRIBUTION
Although Kryptonium is based on the ideals of privacy as a choice, we
pride ourselves in being extremely transparent. This chart displays the
allocations of the funds, its usage and the areas in which Kryptonium will
be used or allocated.
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Ticker Symbol: KRYP
Token Type: No Token (We have our own
fully functional blockchain)
Algorithm: CryptoNight
Max Supply: 177,700,000 KRYP
Block Reward: Smoothly Varying, reward
starts at ~ 55 until no coins are left after which
final subsidy of 0.3 block reward for infinity.
Block Time: 2mins
Difficulty: Retargets at every block
Premine: yes, 10% (ico + team+ advisors +
bounties)
Available for Crowdsale: 3.37% (6m KRYP)
Crowdsale Date: April 10th
Can’t participate: USA & China
Bounty Program: Yes
Bonus for Referrals & Early Adopters: Yes
Whitepaper: Coming Soon

